FOOL Rules Appendix G
End of Field Conditions
This appendix is intended to illustrate how Rule 8.6 “End of Field Conditions” is
applied, particularly in the context of Play – by – Mail. There are several cases:
1. Line of scrimmage is from 30 yard line in toward the goal: VDC not played

This changes none of the defensive dispositions that would apply to a defensive set. On
the offensive side, plays to “VDC” must necessarily go elsewhere. Normally, the play
selection die is rerolled. (An alternative is that the receiver written as “VDC” is sent to
“DC” instead – a similar but shortened route. If there is another receiver already being
sent to DC, then the VDC receiver would go to DL or DR, whichever is closest. If this
alternative is to be used, with similar alternatives described later, that must be explicit in
the game plan. Otherwise a reroll is used.) (I have thought this case was from 25 in.)
In the above example, LW/VDC || H/LS would either be rerolled or changed to
LW/DC || H/LS. LW/VDC || RE/DC would be modified to LW/DL || RE/DC.
2. Line of scrimmage is from 20 yard line or closer to the goal: In this case, there is
less than the full depth to the DC, DL, and DR zones. Any player placed in the SC area
covers the DC zone as well, but at -1 pass value. Any player explicitly placed in DC
(whose responsibility is now a relatively small zone in the middle of the end zone) is +1
in pass value. The effects on play calling would be the same as described above since it
is still possible to make a play in the DC area. The question is whether a defender in
zone in DC should stay there, or move into a previously unoccupied area, like IR in this
example. The default is to stay put. It might make sense to move if a zone def is in SC.
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(This case is easy to miss; I think I have overlooked it often.)
3. Line of scrimmage is from 15 yard line in: Zones DC, DL, and DR not played.

Defenders assigned to the DC area must be moved, by default to an area containing no
defender (preferably SC), or secondarily to an area containing no zone defender (SC).
Here, the S 4-0-5 goes to IR. Offensive plays to DL or DR are rerolled, or alternatively
go to ML or MR instead. Passes to DC or VDC go to MC instead. If that causes two
receivers in a zone, the nearest untargeted zone at the same depth is used instead.
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4. Line of scrimmage is from the five or closer: MC, MR, ML out of play

Now IR and IL no longer are distinctive areas, but either function as a zone within RS
and LS (but with zone defenders at -1 for pass). However, a defender assigned to IL or
IR is left there, does not cover RS or LS, and is +1 if a pass is thrown there. These IR
and IL zones represent those popular back corners of the end zone that quarterbacks like
to go to against man to man defenses. Zone SC remains as a distinct area at the back of
the end zone, and also gets the +1 bonus in zone coverage. The default movement of
defenders from full field conditions would remain the same, although a case could be
made that going to IR when a zone defender is in RS is less important than occupying LS
with a zone defender. It’s hard to come up with default rules for every situation. It’s
probably best for defensive coordinators to have an explicit goal line defense set that
considers all of these things.
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